
Light interiors
OPALFILM® flat glass films



HAVERKAMP is the producer of flat glass and special-function 
films under the premium brand name of OPALFILM®. For more 
than 40 years, HAVERKAMP has been developing and producing 
innovative film technology made in Germany that feature:

 ■ Mechanical dry lamination even on curved glass
 ■ State-of-the-art rewinding, cutting, laser-marking and plot-
ting technology 

 ■ Compliance with the EN 13120:2014 standard
 ■ Certification pursuant to ISO 9001:2000 

Our unique hallmark: 
As a film manufacturer, HAVERKAMP is able to satisfy individual 
customer requirements – whether for specific applications, spe-
cial color combinations or particular laminates, even in small 
quantities. 

HAVERKAMP: PRODUCTION AND 
QUALITY MADE IN GERMANY



OPALFILM®: Sun-protection films  
and special-function films

Glass is a core element of modern architecture, providing build-
ings with illumination, transparency and lightness. One of the 
fundamental functions of all OPALFILM® products is to preserve 
these positive characteristics, while supplementing them with 
privacy, UV, sun, vandalism or shatter protection characteristics. 

The films can also be employed whenever it is required to retro-
fit additional functionality to pre-installed glazing. This may be 
because the building has undergone a change of function, new 
requirements now apply, the respective planning was not taken 
into account, or it is being redesigned.

OPALFILM® window films can be integrated into any existing 
building and architectural style. They are scratch-insensitive, 
easy to clean and resistant to ageing. And they add a new feature 
to the glass: protection!



Display items, furnishings and 
goods are damaged by the effects 
of unfiltered sunlight. But the 
use of special films designed to 
protect them against UV radiation 
makes it possible to considerably 
slow down the process of fading 
brought about by strong light.

OPALFILM® UV-protection films:

 ■ Are inconspicuous and avail-
able in a choice of shades, 
including neutral

 ■ Absorb up to 99.5 percent of 
UV radiation.

 ■ Are extremely durable and very 
easy to clean

 ■ Are available in combination 
with heat or shatter protection

OPALFILM® sun-protection films 
are an ideal and cost-effective 
retrofit solution. They provide 
permanent protection against 
direct sunlight, unwanted light 
penetration and excessive heat 
build-up. On the other hand, their 
unique structure also means that 
they are able to retain heat in 
winter, with the added benefit of 
saving costs.

OPALFILM® sun-protection films:

 ■ Reduce direct incoming 
sunlight

 ■ Are energy saving
 ■ Provide shade to rooms in both 
commercial and residential 
buildings

 ■ Neutralise the heating effect of 
the sun’s radiation

 ■ Prevent dazzling
 ■ Are highly durable and easy 
to clean

 ■ Are available in a wide range of 
versions and colorations

Conspicuously  
inconspicuous:

Sun-protection however 
you want it:

OPALFILM®  
UV-protection films

OPALFILM®   
sun-protection films



In the event of glass breakage, 
OPALFILM® anti-shatter films min-
imise airborne glass splinters and 
reduce the consequent risk of injury 
and damage. They provide the kind 
of additional enhanced properties 
familiar from laminated safety glass. 
These retrofittable films are ideal for 
large glass surfaces and façades as 
well as window surfaces in sensitive 
areas (e.g. private, commercial or 
public buildings, schools, kindergar-
tens and connecting doors).

OPALFILM® anti-shatter films:

 ■ Prevent airborne glass splinters
 ■ Provide enhanced properties of 
laminated safety glass

 ■ Have a neutral color and can be 
combined with sun, glare and 
privacy protection

 ■ Have scratch-insensitive surface 
ensures, which ensure a long 
service life

 ■ Are easy to clean
 ■ Are categorised in resistance 
class according to DIN EN 12600

Design features that increase your 
privacy: With OPALFILM® privacy- 
protection films, glass surfaces 
can be fashioned to satisfy all your 
needs. They are suitable for use 
with exhibition stands, sanitary 
facilities, house or office windows, 
connecting doors or medical prac-
tices. OPALFILM® privacy protec-
tion films are available with varying 
degrees of light transmission – all 
the way up to 100 percent opaque. 
The range of available colors give 
you great scope for creativity. 

OPALFILM® decorative films 
emphasise the features in your 
design, with added features such 
as privacy protection or room par-
tition, or they can simply be used 
to enhance the appearance of your 
glass surfaces. These design films 
are available in a range of different 
types. Self-adhesive films give a 
whole new appearance to your 
windows, partitions, display cases 
or doors.

Highly resistant:
Striking design:

OPALFILM®   
Anti-shatter films 

OPALFILM®   
Privacy-protection and 
decorative films



Whether shop windows, bus 
shelters or bus or train windows, 
all glass surfaces in public 
spaces are susceptible to 
graffiti and scratch damage. But 
OPALFILM® anti-vandalism films 
are a cost-effective solution 
that considerably simplifies the 
replacement process.

Once in place, the film is hardly 
visible and protects the glass or 
polycarbonate surface from de-
facement by scratching, spraying 
or pen marking. In the event of 
damage, the uncomplicated, 
residue-free exchange proce-
dure makes it an easy matter to 
restore the clean glass surface.

Birds of all species are unable 
to see transparent and mirrored 
glass surfaces, which puts them 
at considerable risk when flying 
in the vicinity of buildings. The 
neutral-colored bird-protection 
films in the OPALFILM® bird-
safe® series contains a specially 
developed diamond pattern that 
birds can perceive as a visible 
obstacle.

In addition to the film’s anti- 
shatter characteristics, they also 
minimise the risk of birds flying 
into coated windows or glass 
fronts by up to 90 percent.  

Quick replacement:
Retrofittable bird  
protection:

OPALFILM®  
Anti-vandalism films

OPALFILM®   
birdsafe 



Anti-shatter lacquer:

OPALFILM®  liquid film

Retrofitting anti-shatter 
protection to non-flat glass 
surfaces (e.g. textured glass, 
U-profile supports) is a special 
challenge.

OPALFILM® liquid film 
protects surfaces that do not 
lend themselves to the use of 
conventional films. The trans-
parent anti-shatter lacquer 
is fluid and adapts flexibly to 
the forms and structures of 
the underlying glass surfaces. 
Conventional glass then takes 
on properties that are similar 
to laminated safety glass:

The Material Testing Agency 
(MPA) of the state of North 
Rhine-Westphalia has tested 
and classified the anti-shatter 
lacquer in accordance with 
DIN EN 12600.

Retrofittable protection 
against eavesdropping:

OPALFILM® Shielding  

OPALFILM® shielding films 
block the transmission paths 
of RF and IR radiation in the 
frequency range between 10 
MHz and 4 GHz emitted by 
laptops, mobile phones and 
cordless telephones through 
glass from the inside to the 
outside of a building. The 
signals are attenuated to such 
a low level that they can no 
longer be intercepted.

Conversely, the film also pro-
tects individuals inside rooms 
from dangerous electromag-
netic radiation, while also 
providing a high level of heat, 
glare and UV protection. The 
films are available in a range 
of shades and colorations.  



Fax Response

The information contained in this data sheet is based on many years of practical experience 
and reflects our current status of knowledge and the current state of the technical art. This 
does not release the user/buyer from the duty to test the suitability of our products for the 
intended use on their own responsibility.
Our General Terms and Conditions of Business also apply.

On the issue of a new or revised version of this data sheet with a new publication date, all 
previous versions will lose their validity. Muenster, February 2018.
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Yes, I would like to know more about the OPALFILM® film range.

 Please send me information on your product range.

  Please send me a quote for OPALFILM® films with the following 
functions:

   Sun protection     UV-protection 
    Visibility protection     Anti-shatter protection 

and decoration
   Anti-vandalism    Façades 
   Protection against bird impact   Anti-shatter lacquer  

  windows of dimensions (width × height) 
 

 
×

  windows of dimensions (width × height)
 
 
 

×

  I would like a personal consultation for  
my facility at my premises.

Please call me to arrange an appointment.

HAVERKAMP GmbH

Zum Kaiserbusch 26-28 
48165 Münster / Germany

www.haverkamp.de

Phone +49 251 6262-0 
Fax +49 251 6262-62

info@haverkamp.de


